ABOUT
SHARED
VALUE

We have an unshakable
commitment to a land
where all peoples
can reach their full
potential, share
prosperity, and uphold
their rights. All of this
begins and ends with
healthy lands and
waters. In the spirit of
collaboration, respect
and friendship, we work
alongside visionary
leaders and their
communities to fulfill
these commitments.
—SVS Mission

info@sharedvaluesolutions.com

SHARED VALUE SOLUTIONS

CLIMATE CHANGE
SERVICES
Climate change is a real and present
concern disproportionately affecting Indigenous Nations
from coast to coast to coast. Our team at Shared Value
Solutions works with First Nation, Métis and Inuit Nations on
many crucial aspects of climate change resilience:

 Climate change adaptation plans
 Climate change risk assessments
 Flood vulnerability modelling studies
 Emergency response planning
 Indigenous Knowledge studies
 Environmental monitoring programs

FUNDING
is now available through
the Municipal Climate Change Action
Centre for climate resilience adaptation and
training for Indigenous communities.
Shared Value Solutions, in partnership with
Morrison Hershfield and Nodelcorp, is a
prequalified contractor ready to support your
application.

WHY CHOOSE SVS?
Our team provides a unique perspective from all the angles necessary to
support you in the Climate Resilience Capacity Building Program:


Local experience: A strong knowledge of specific and nuanced climate
change impacts faced by Indigenous Peoples in Alberta.



Engagement expertise: A clear understanding of how Indigenous
Peoples expect to be engaged and how to develop creative and innovative
approaches to engagement.



Capacity expansion: As with every project we do, we are committed to
building the skills and capacity you need to address climate change.



In-house experts: Environmental monitoring and advisory services,
Indigenous Knowledge studies, GIS and mapping, lands department
support, regulatory support, and community planning.

ABOUT SHARED VALUE SOLUTIONS
For us, it’s all about
capacity building
with our clients.
We want to ensure
you have the tools
and understanding
needed to respond

Shared Value Solutions is an environmental and community
development consulting firm with staff in Calgary, Edmonton and
Canmore, as well as in British Columbia, Yukon, Labrador, Ontario
and New Brunswick. We have worked with over 80 First Nations,
Métis, and Inuit Nations on climate change, environmental and
energy planning, and on major projects that impact territories,
rights and interests, such as oil and gas, power generation and
transmission, mining, dams, roads, pipelines, renewable energy,
fisheries, forestry, flood management, and contaminated sites.

GET IN TOUCH!
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